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Strawberry Basil Lemon Drops • Reconsider! • With this book, she shows
you how to up your cocktail game, too. Kyndra understands that
navigating alcohol can be difficult on a low-carb diet, so she takes all
the guesswork from it for you, showing you how exactly to indulge while
sticking to a healthy ketogenic way of life.Frosted Rum Cakes • Kyndra
Holley, the evil genius behind the popular food blog page Peace, Love
and Low Carb, is at it again with her new reserve, Keto Happy Hour: 50+
Low-Carb Craft Cocktails to Quench Your Thirst. Keto Happy Hour puts
your favorite drinks back again on the menu—there's something in this
book for everyone. Whether you are craving a cocktail following a long
trip to work or seeking to entertain guests, this reserve has you
protected. From mixers to beverages and also some pub grub, it’s all
right here! Mixing up cocktails ought to be fun, and it shouldn’Dill
Pickle Martinis • Keto Happy Hour bridges the gap between sense deprived
and sense mighty fine. With quality recipes like these—and even
Strawberry Margarita Gummy Worms!—the low-carb menu, that is. Readers
depend on Kyndra for healthful, keto-friendly versions of their favorite
carb-laden foods.Listen up, low-carb libation lovers!t come at the cost
of your wellbeing and weight-loss goals.Cucumber Mojitos •Moscow Mules •
Think it is possible to no longer enjoy a refreshing Moscow Mule at
content hour with your friends, or you need to miss the margaritas on
Taco Tuesday?Lemon Basil Crush
Happy hour starts today!
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?) I've only glanced through a few of the dishes, having simply received
the book this morning, but I can already tell that is going to end up
being one of my go-to books. Luckily, I know about it and fill up
regularly on almost all their natural calorie-free sugars if they have
their regular sales. I hated feeling like I was relegated to vodka and
soda for the others of my existence, and today I'm seeing dishes for
delicious searching margaritas, bloody marys, actually pina coladas! All
of the recipes include photos, and there's even a section for "bar food"
you'd want to eat with any of these drinks. For instance, the recipes
each have a Meals Information list at the end. Great gift Made a great
present for my keto loving friend. Who doesn’t? Fabulous recipes so far!
Just a little of tweaking needed. At 10:06pm I acquired pinged from
Amazon, letting me know that the reserve I had preordered, had simply
been wirelessly delivered to my kindle.What I love:The taste!!! Because
it’s -3°F outside, snowing seriously and my girl’s car isn’t the best
for generating the 10 miles house in a feet of snow with over 2,500ft of
elevation gain. This mama requires a drink!I open the liquor cabinet,
that has been neglected for probably 8-12 a few months and found… great
lord, an enormous stash of very non-keto candy and chocolate that I had
forgotten approximately! Moscow Mule (used the left over ginger syrup in
fizzy water to make ginger-ale, yum! Seriously?!! May aswell have
another beverage! This shouldn’t end up being spilt up.. My favorites
(so far) are the; Sounds good to me! I have a lot of keto books, both
non-fiction and recipe, and I don’t think some of then point out it!
Doh! But alas, no erythritol, that stuff doesn’t really agree with me.
Surprised the author doesn’t point out alternatives like stevia (Not
that I like the taste of any edition of that anyway!) or Lankanto’s monk
fruit sugar options? Therefore many keto authors just don’t seem to
understand about Lankanto, that is weird to me! And I do have,
specifically 4 organic blackberries! I love the keto diet plan, but lord
knows I love to drink and party as well. (They will have granular,
powdered and liquid forms) so after mixing my keto-cocktail, I add
plenty of liquid monk fruit to my taste preference. Ohhhhh, which is SO
good! Guys’ Evening and Hangover Hacks. THANK HEAVENS! That’s a sure
sign if there ever was one! Basic Mixology Techniques; Bartending
Lingo;Self explanatory, clickable, pre-chapter descriptions: THE ENTIRE
Information to Carbs in Alcoholic beverages; Cocktail Measurements;
Stocking Your Low-Carb House Bar; Fruit-and-Herb Pairings; My Top Ten
Tips for Hosting the Perfect Cocktail Party;. Winter season Wonderland;
Game Night;A few minor gripes:Formatting is a bit messed up in places.
Brunch; Ladies’ Night; Fabulous recipe! (Right now a regular on my lunch
rotation) Pizza Bagels! I ALWAYS value photos in a recipe publication!
This book definitely fills a distinct segment in the keto world--thank
you Kyndra! Summer time Lovin’; It is also got an excellent reference
section initially, including some hangover remedies (will doubtless be
attempting these), buying lists, and even a listing of carbs in certain

standard beers (useful, because who hasn't finished up at a party where
the only thing available, apart from your very own contribution of
course, is a tub filled with Miller Lite? The Blackberry Gin Fizz
recipe, when I open up it on my Kindle Cloud reader, gets the ‘g’ for
the ‘2g’of dietary fiber on next series. Ok, collect up my willpower and
move right along to…Sapphire Gin! I suppose an easy fix? The Bloody Mary
is delicious!As mentioned previously earlier, other natural, caloriefree sugar options ought to be included.Does the NET 3g of carbs for the
Blackberry Gin Fizz take into account just the 4 blackberries in the
drink? Perfect This book is amazing. For those of us that are a small
OCD, this is essential! :O)Sooo, my girl got stuck and experienced to
retreat back off the mountain. She’s safe and sound and I came across
her somewhere to stay.! Mint Julep, I’m in! And, there are always a
handful of recipes (I wish there were more! When I first found this
publication I didn’t realize there were happy hour snacks included.) So
far I’ve made the Coffee liqueur, the Irish cream liqueur, and the
whiskey sours. All have been delicious. Okay, right now we’re talking.
Keto drinks and snack foods! I do believe there is a method to lock them
jointly? I really like that Kyndra added the dietary information in the
bottom of each recipe therefore if I’m near my daily quantity of carbs,
I’ll know which beverages I can easily select to remain within range.
Since going low carbohydrate, drinking has been tricky! Also, the Cheesy
Nachos certainly are a video game changer for me. I’ve missed nachos
most of all getting on Keto. I’m so happy I made this buy! Get your
drink on! After following Peace, Like & Low Carb for a long time, I
finally bought a couple of Kendra's cookbooks - Keto Happy Hour was one
of them. OMG! The Crispy baked Garlic Garlic-Parmesan Wings! I really
like the low-carb mixer dishes, that allow me to mix some of my favorite
cocktails and also have them turn out tasting just like the "real
matter".) Antipasto Salad! Then of course, solid chapters on different
alcoholic beverages types, like gin, rum, tequila etc…The photos!
(Because pizza+bagels+ a marriage manufactured in heaven.) And you can
find the drinks. (My husband asks for these weekly - plus they are
actually CRISPY! You will also notice that I really like herbal flavors
in my cocktails as you read my list. I wasn’t even expecting all of the
extras just like the appetizers (keto nachos? This book is of fine
quality and a must have for the upcoming holidays. these are so stinkin'
good! I skip right to Keto Happy Hour’s, Chapter Four: Gin Beverages,
and the enticing recipe for Blackberry Gin Fizz! Shite!), Strawberrybasil lemon drop... with extra basil, cucumber mojito, blackberry-basil
gin fizz, grapefruit dreamin (it really is dream worthy! A Need to have
for anyone that drinks and is following the Keto plan Now, I don't
experience overlooked when I'm with my friends and many people are
drinking. I haven't made it to the hot beverages & cordials chapter...
but I understand as the weather cools I'll have to make the sizzling
buttered rum mix, espresso liqueur, and Irish cream! My purpose when I

bought this cookbook, was to pass it to my girl.. Low-Carb Party
Planning; You can find SO many delicious quality recipes no matter what
your preferred alcohol is and several DIY recipes that are the
inspiration to other recipes. Amazing Bar Food and Cocktails to Die For
- worth it and than some! This is a great cocktail book whether you
follow a ketogenic lifestyle or not, because they're not laden with
sugar. but mama can be keeping this one! Just like her Craveable Keto
cookbook, this also includes beautiful images of what the cocktail is
meant to look like. It includes nutritional information on alcohol and
each blended drink. Seriously very good drinks and snacks!) for content
hour foods. I would recommend this cookbook for anyone wanting keto
snack foods and alcohol. Winner winner, chicken supper! There are
several categories to select from: Vodka beverages, Rum drinks, Tequila
beverages, Whiskey drinks, etc. My hubs functions for a liquor
distributor and was a bartender through college so we always have a lot
of booze with plenty of range. We still struggle with coming up with low
carbohydrate ideas and then boom! Such yummy dishes. I love it! It
includes great dishes with the net carbs on the top of the page so a
quick glance tells me immediately if I want to learn further. I also
like the snack recommendations to consume with the yummy cocktails. This
book is successful winner chicken dinner! Fantastic keto cocktails! Plus
appetizers! This book does not disappoint!.Superb resource for those who
love their cocktails (keto or not!?? Yes make sure you!.. Everything has
pictures alongside nutritional info and additional tips. Can’t wait
around to try more recipes!). Clever Love Will need to have for the Keto
Lush All great recipes, want there was another book in Keto drinks from
this author, I'd get them all Love this book Love this reserve. Great
keto adaptations to make all of your favorite cocktails. Yes - you could
have margaritas, whiskey sours, Light Russians, etc. Excellent selection
of appetizers to go with the drinks. Great addition to my cookbook
collection. Or does it are the garnish blackberry too, which is outlined
in the elements? The recipes are excellent and delicious Keto drinks and
snack foods!so good! What could possibly be more fantastic! The recipes
I’ve tried are all delicious and the rest of the. Look terrific as well.
The recipes are all made with real life ingredients that can be found
almost anywhere. The dishes are obviously written and an easy task to
adhere to. The garlic parmesan wings are my fave!) Lavender Ginny,
Whiskey thyme, and Rosemary's baby. Right here’s this awesome reserve by
Kyndra!.
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